


Indoor climate 
defines quality of life

A pleasant room climate needs 
two things: fresh air and the  
right temperature. Climeo con-
trols the volume of air, heating 
and cooling with a carefully  
conceived system that measures 
and thinks of everything. None-
theless, Climeo is as easy to con-
trol as a light switch.

Nowadays, people tend to spend an increasing amount of their time  
in enclosed interior spaces: studies indicate that many people spend 
up to 90 % of their time indoors.

Despite this, only about half of all new residential property in Switzer-
land is equipped with a ventilation system. Furthermore, only one  
in five heating systems is provided with control equipment for each 
individual room.

Climeo combines both and it creates a room climate in any residential 
property that is matched perfectly to the needs of the people who  
live there.

Quality of life
Climeo measures and controls all factors that affect 
room climate: temperature, humidity and air quality. This 
enables you to enjoy an optimum climate with sufficient 
amounts of fresh air in every interior space. This is  
of particular benefit to people who suffer from allergies.

Simplicity
Climeo can be operated intuitively at the touch of a 
button. The clearly laid out display on RoomMaster puts 
you in charge fully, and you can monitor and control the 
climate in every living space – centrally from one loca-
tion or using an app on your smartphone.

Economy
Climeo reduces energy consumption and running costs. 
Heating and ventilation are controlled to suit the needs 
of individual rooms. This improves efficiency levels.  
Climeo is also easy to retrofit and requires less main- 
tenance than conventional ventilation systems.



Climeo consists of three elements: AirGate, TempGate and RoomMaster.
The two gates regulate air volume and temperature, while RoomMaster 
controls the climate in all rooms. Climeo can be operated using the dis-
play on RoomMaster or from anywhere via app.

Climeo can also be extended to suit your needs and it is easy to retrofit: 
a very economical solution – also for old buildings.

RoomMaster
RoomMaster regulates the temp- 
erature and the supply of air to  
all desired areas. For the most part,  
it configures itself and it is simple 
to operate and service. RoomMaster 
also measures temperature,  
humidity, air quality, brightness and  
volume. Climeo is even easier to 
operate using a smartphone: the app 
is able to control everything – from 
ventilation to preheating at any  
given time.

Climeo appliances are talented 
linguists: they communicate  
via Bluetooth, WLAN, LoRa, Mod-
bus and other bus systems.

The Climeo principle AirGate
AirGates deliver an optimum  
supply of fresh air to every interior 
space. They regulate airflow,  
and measure temperature, humidity, 
air quality and volume of air indi- 
vidually for every single room. AirGa-
tes are plug-and-play units, so start 
up automatically once installed.  
All data is recorded* and can be cal-
led up at any time from the IoT  
server. This keeps you in the picture 
at all times about the climate in  
your home.

* Recordings require the prior consent of the user.

TempGate
TempGate ensures that every room  
is at the right temperature. It can  
be used as a stand-alone unit, or 
can be operated in conjunction with 
RoomMaster. Climeo start-up routi-
nes enable technical specialists to 
get the system up and running,  
and to maintain it, in a very short 
space of time – easily, reliably and 
properly documented.



Climeo is a Swiss start-up 
that combines in-depth expertise 
in HVAC-related home automa-
tion with a spirit of innovation and 
many years of experience in the 
sector. We believe that technology 
must be easy to use on an every-
day basis, and we pursue a vision: 
to provide people with better  
quality of life when indoors.
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Swiss inventive spirit
Our creative work combines Swiss quality with a genuine spirit of  
inventiveness. Our work draws on our in-depth knowledge of  
HVAC-related home automation and on the latest scientific insights  
– and we combine all of that to create a reliable system.

User-friendly products
Our customers deserve the best solutions at affordable prices.  
We dispense with superfluous gadgets and focus on what is important, 
which is to create user-friendly products for every interior space  
and lifestyle.

Solutions that help to shape the future
To an increasing extent, the modern life of people today is shaped  
by what we do indoors. This is why we wish, now and into the future, 
to work on meaningful solutions that improve the interior climate  
and our quality of life.
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